INTRODUCTION
Besides natural images, there are millions of artificial visual contents generated by computers every day, such as Web pages, PDF files, slides, online games, and captured screens. They are usually a combination of text, graphics, and natural image. This is why they are generally called as compound images. In particular, with cloud computing becoming more and more popular, compound images often need to be displayed on remote clients, wireless projectors, and thin clients. Some of the clients are unable to directly render them from files. Compressing and transmitting compound images provides a generic solution to these clients. However, in this solution, how to efficiently compress compound images has become a prevalent and critical problem.
There are several compression formats such as JPEG, JPEG-2000 available for compression of natural images. Similarly, there are several compression formats for binary texts and simple graphics. But no single algorithm is best across all types of images or applications. When compressing text, it is important to preserve the edges and shapes of characters accurately to facilitate reading.
COMPOUND IMAGE COMPRESSION
Layer-based and block-based algorithms are two main methods frequently used in compound image compression. Most layer-based approaches use the standard three-layer mixed raster content (MRC) representation [1] . Document image compression DjVu [2] uses a wavelet-based coder (IW44) for the background and foreground, and JB2 for the mask. The segmentation is based on hierarchical color clustering and a variety of filters.
Block-based approaches are studied mainly due to its low complexity. Li and Lei [3] proposed a histogram analysis to classify each 16x16 block into one of the four types: smooth block, text block, graphics block and image block. Cheng and Bouman [4] investigated two segmentation algorithms (TSMAP and RDOS) to classify 8x8 blocks into four classes (picture blocks, two-color blocks, one-color blocks, and other blocks). Tony Lin and Pengwei Hao [5] proposed block based compound Image compression algorithm for real-time computer screen image transmission and classified image into picture and text/graphics blocks in two passes based on color count, shape and sizes. Shape primitives extracted from text/graphics blocks and picture block types are losslessly coded with shape-based and palette-based coding algorithm. Pictorial pixels are coded by lossy JPEG. So numerous coding algorithms are needed and basic shape primitives defined in this method is not flexible for fonts of different sizes.
Alexandre Zaghetto and Ricardo de Queiroz [6] proposed Compound document coding based on H.264/AVC-INTRA frame coding which classified the segmented text block into text interior, text border and background macro blocks and coded by H.264/AVC coder with variable quantization parameter called AVC-C. With AVC-C, for the same bit rate, there is not an overall objective gain over AVC-I, it is possible to improve significantly the quality of text regions, with a user controlled quality loss to pictorial regions. A. Zaghetto, R. L. de Queiroz,D. Mukherjee [7] presented an MRC compound document codec that uses H.264/AVC operating in INTRA used threshold-based layer segmentation algorithm and an iterative data-filling algorithm for redundant regions. Cuiling Lan Feng Wu Guangming Shi [8] proposed a coding scheme based on the H.264 intra-frame coding. Two new modes residual scalar quantization (RSQ) mode and base colors with index map (BCIM) mode as well as previous intra modes in H.264 are selected by the rate-distortion optimization (RDO) method in each block. This method improved the coding efficiency even more than 10dB for compound images with increase in the complexity of intra-frame coding.
H.264/AVC based coders [6] [7] [8] outperformed JPEG-2000 with increase in the complexity of encoder. But for storage and retrieval of compound images application context, encoder complexity is not very significant. The compression algorithm should keep visual quality of text regions with high compression ratios. Hence the proposed method employs H.264/AVC single coder with variable quantization for compressing both picture and text regions.
H.264/AVC-INTRA
H.264/AVC is a video compression standard and it was not conceived to be applied as a still image compression tool.
Nevertheless, the many coding advances brought into H.264/AVC, not only set a new benchmark for video compression, but they also make it a formidable compressor for still images [9] . One of the components of these advances is the intraframe macro block prediction method, which, combined with the context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC), turns the H.264/AVC into a powerful still image compression engine. If we set our H.264/AVC implementation to work on a sole "INTRA" frame, it will behave as a still image compressor. We refer to this coder as AVC-I. The big surprise is that it also outperforms previous state-of-art coders, such as JPEG-2000 [10] . This is a surprise to many because it was not meant to be an image coder at all. However, results are consistent and unison. Gains of the AVC-I over JPEG-2000 are typically in the order of 0.25 to 0.5 dB in PSNR for pictorial images. However, the AVC-I seem to have an extra capacity of adapting itself to heterodox content. For compound images (mixed pictures and text) the PSNR gains are more substantial, even surpassing the mark of 3-dB improvement in some cases.
Image features, such as histogram, gradient and the number of colors, are often used for classification [11] , [12] . Then different type blocks are compressed by different coding schemes to better adapt to their statistical properties [11] - [13] . Considering the sparse histogram distribution of colors in text/graphics blocks, a novel method is proposed to represent a text/graphics block by several base colors and an index map. Furthermore, Ding et al. develop this method as an intracoding mode and incorporate it into H.264 [14] . Thus, the coding performance of that scheme on compressing compound images is significantly improved.
MOTIVATION AND CONTEXT
It is important to place our coder within the proper application context. We are concerned with a distributed scenario such as the web, where a document/compound image is stored once, somewhere, and many users are to retrieve and decode the document/compound image at a later time. In this scenario, the encoder has no complexity restriction. Indeed, as we will see later, we may use a large number of passes at encoding time and we apply segmentation algorithms, as well. These high-complexity operations are to be done off-line and do not affect the decoding process at all. Thus, our encoder complexity was not considered here in comparison to other encoders such as JPEG-2000.
Compound images have typically been compressed as a single image. However, different compression algorithms may be applied to each of the regions of the images. That is the way multiple-coder-based algorithms work. Instead of a multiplecode approach, this paper proposes a single-coder algorithm based on a modified version of the AVC-I that adjusts itself as an effort to encode text and pictorial regions differently. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a detailed description of proposed algorithm including System, DCT based segmentation, coding of blocks is provided. Experimental results are presented in section 3. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 4.
PROPOSED METHOD

SYSTEM
As shown in Fig.1 , the proposed algorithm consists of two stages: segmentation and coding. The algorithm first segments 4x4 non overlapping blocks of pixels into text/graphics and picture/background classes and then compresses both text/graphics pixels and picture/background pixels H.264/AVC with variable quantization parameter. Finally, the losslessly compressed text/graphics data, the lossy compressed picture/background data and losslessly coded block segmentation map are put into one bit stream and compressed losslessly in the encoder.
DCT BASED SEGMENTATION
In 4x4 DCT transform coding, the 16 transformed coefficient are zig-zag ordered such that coefficients are arranged approximately in the order of increasing frequency. The DCT transform coefficients can be classified into two groups namely, DC and AC coefficients. The DC coefficient determines the average brightness in a block. All other coefficients describe the variation around this DC value and these are referred to as AC coefficients. In a DCT block, most of the energy is concentrated in the DC and very few AC coefficients. After analyzing various compound images like wallpapers, webpages and power point screen images, it is found that most of the energy of text/graphics pixel is concentrated in the 5 AC coefficients, and their location in DCT transform is specified as binary in the binary mask H.
The proposed block based segmentation procedure classifies each 4x4 non overlapping blocks of pixels into text/graphics, picture/background blocks by thresholding DCT energy computed from selected AC coefficients of block. Discrete cosine transform is applied to each 4x4 block and then DCT energy of block is determined from selected AC coefficients. Also for various test compound images it is found that, DCT energy of 5 AC coefficients in text/graphics block exceed 90. Hence threshold T1 is set as 90. If the energy of block go above threshold T1, the block is classified as text/graphics block. Otherwise, it is classified as picture/background block. Fig.2(b) shows the plot of DCT energy from selected AC coefficients in each 4x4 block of Fig.2 (a) which clearly shows that the DCT energy of text block is very high (i.e. above 90) and DCT energy of picture/background blocks drop below T1. Hence the proposed segmentation procedure uses DCT energy as feature vector for block classification and also the block classification based on DCT energy can be extremely fast. The discrete cosine transform is of a N x M image f(x, y) is defined by, 
H.264/AVC-INTRA FOR COMPOUND IMAGES
H.264 /AVC allows for the change of quantizer parameter Q at each macro block. Hence, there is a possibility to use less aggressive quantizer steps for text regions in order to keep edges sharp, while permitting high frequency losses to pictorial regions. In H.264/AVC, there are many decisions per block or macro block that the encoder has to make. Examples are the division of the macro block for motion estimation, the transform to be used (4x4 or 8x8), the intraframe block prediction mode, etc. These decisions are all made by rate-distortion considerations. Since the proposed segmentation classifies the compound image into 4x4 image blocks, 4x4 transform mode is set in H.264/AVC.
First, a region classification algorithm is applied to identify text and pictorial regions. It is assumed that, in these text regions, the viewer would pay greater attention to edges. In DCT based segmentation-driven image compression techniques, the image to be compressed is first segmented as shown in Fig.3(a),  3(b) . As an example, Fig.2(a) shows a compound document which is input to the segmenter. The result of block classification is shown in Fig.3(a) . Each block is classified as type 0, 1 and a coding mask is constructed. Each 4x4 block is classified either as class 0(picture regions) or class 1(text regions). Blocks of class 0 (pictorial regions) are composed exclusively by pixels marked as background. Class 1 block (text regions) are those composed exclusively by pixels marked as text. Fig.3(b) shows the coding mask of Fig.3(a) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm is implemented on an Intel P-IV 2.66 GHz using MATLAB 7.0, and ten 800×600 true color screen images are tested, including four webpages and two power point screen images, and four wallpaper images. The test images are tested with three algorithms. Fig.3(a) . Result of Block classification Fig.3(b) . Binary coding mask (JPEG [15] , JPEG-2000 [15] ). DjVu[16] is the benchmark scheme of compound image compression and Any2DjVu web service is used to create DjVu files. The segmentation and reconstruction result of wallpaper image wall1 is shown in Fig.4(a)-(d) . Compression ratios and PSNR ratio for ten compound images are listed in Table. 1, indicating that our algorithm attained the highest PSNR value for all images at similar compression ratio. Fig.6 compares the visual quality of a test image compressed at 0.2 bpp using JPEG2000, H.264/AVC intra coding, DjVu and the proposed scheme. It can be easily observed that the overall quality of our scheme is better than that of the H.264/AVC intra coding. In particular, the text part coded with our scheme is free from ringing artifact, which can always be observed in traditional image coding methods. The proposed scheme also outperforms DjVu by better preserving the chrome components. 
CONCLUSION
Simplified DCT based segmentation driven H.264/AVC-I single coder for compound image compression algorithm is proposed. In this paper, simplified one pass fast segmentation algorithm is developed to separate image into text/graphics, picture/ background regions. DCT based segmentation algorithm minimizes misclassification error and provides significant PSNR value at similar compression ratio. Experimental results demonstrate that it segments the image accurately irrespective of text appearances and background complexity. It also provides excellent visual quality and competitive compression ratio. For the same bit rate, the proposed method significantly improves the quality of text regions, with little to negligible losses to the pictorial regions. In future work can be done to reduce the encoder complexity by minimizing the number of modes in H.264/AVC-I.
